Cycle Holder

The PROCTER Cycle Holder
The simple design of the Cycle Holder allows the tyre of a bicycle to be supported. Manufactured from a 50mm flat steel
plate and 12mm steel bar, the holder is galvanised for longevity. Simple to install, the Cycle Holder is designed for bolting to
a suitable existing wall, providing sites with a compact and cost effective cycle parking area. To maximise cycle storage the
holders should be spaced at least 610mm apart, allowing bicycles to be easily parked and removed.

Product Range
Order Code

Description

Weight

138 200 003

Cycle Holder

1.7kg

Accessories & Installation Parts
138 200 047

10mm Expanding Bolt (2 required per stand)

Product details
Galvanised mild steel plate and bar.
296mm hole centres for bolts.
350mm x 90mm x 215mm (height x width x depth).

Installation & use

Must be fixed to a suitable brick or concrete wall.
Centre of holders should be approximately 345mm (197mm to centre of lower fixing hole) above ground level.
Allow at least 610mm between the centres of the holders.
This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Cycle Holder

The PROCTER Cycle Holder
The simplest cycle holder, a familiar sight throughout the UK, allows the tyre of the bicycle to be supported. The
stand is fixed to a suitable wall and can be spaced at not less than 610mm between holders for cost effective
cycle parking. The is available in either 90° or 45° versions which allow for cycles to be parked either head-on
or angled.
The practical and durable nature of the PROCTER cycle holder ensures it has been consistently speci-fied and
used since it’s introduction in the 1950’s.
Shown is the cycle holder.
Options
Order Code

Description

138200001

R90°
R45°

138200002

Weight
1.9kg
1.9kg

Accessories & installation parts
138200047

M10 Rawlbolt (2 required per stand)

Product details
Galvanised steel tube, plate and bar.
296mm hole centres for bolts.
Available in two fixed settings; 90° or 45° to wall.

Installation & use
Must be fixed to a suitable brick or concrete wall.
Centre of holders should be approximately 345mm (197mm to centre of lower fixing hole) above ground level.
This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Cycle Holder

The PROCTER Model Cycle Holder
The is a freestanding variant of the simplest cycle holder, the Model R. A familiar sight throughout the UK, these
holders allow the tyre of the bicycle to be supported. The cycle holderis suitable for a single bicycle. The stand
is fixed to the ground, in either ragged (for casting into concrete) or flanged (for bolting down) versions and can
be spaced at not less than 610mm between holders for cost effective cycle parking.
The practical and durable nature of the PROCTER cycle holder ensures it has been consistently specified and
used since it’s introduction in the 1950’s.
Shown is the flanged version of the Cycle Holder.
Options
Weight

Order Code

Description

138 200 004

Cycle Holder Ragged

3.0kg

138 200 005

Cycle Holder Flanged

3.0kg

Accessories & installation parts
138 100 994

M12 Expanding Bolt (3 required per stand. Flanged only)

138 100 993

M12 Foundation Bolt (3 required per stand. Flanged only)

138 100 995

M12 Rawl Bolt (3 required per stand. Flanged only)

Product details
Galvanised steel tube and bar.
Black polypropylene cap.

Installation & use
Available Ragged (for casting in to ground) or Flanged for bolting down.
Ragged version must be set into a suitable concrete foundation of at least 300mm cube. Stand to be set approx 490mm from top of holder to ground level.
Flanged version must be bolted down to a suitable concrete surface and requires three M12 bolts.
This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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Cycle Holder

The PROCTER Cycle Holder
The Cycle Holder is a freestanding variant of the simplest cycle holder. A familiar sight throughout the UK, these
holders allow the tyre of the bicycle to be supported. The cycle holder is suitable for two bicycles. The stand is
fixed to the ground, in either ragged (for casting into concrete) or flanged (for bolting down) versions and can be
spaced at not less than 610mm between holders for cost effective cycle parking.
The practical and durable nature of the PROCTER cycle holders ensures they have been consist-ently
specified and used since it’s introduction in the 1950’s.
Shown is the flanged version cycle holder.
Options
Weight

Order Code

Description

138 200 007

Cycle Holder Ragged

5.5kg

138 200 049

Cycle Holder Flanged

5.5kg

Accessories & installation parts
138 100 994

M12 Expanding Bolt (3 required per stand. Flanged only)

138 100 993

M12 Foundation Bolt (3 required per stand. Flanged only)

138 100 995

M12 Rawl Bolt (3 required per stand. Flanged only)

Product details
Galvanised steel tube and bar.
Black polypropylene cap.

Installation & use
Available Ragged (for casting in to ground) or Flanged for bolting down.
Ragged version must be set into a suitable concrete foundation of at least 300mm cube. Stand to be set approx 490mm from top of holder to ground level.
Flanged version must be bolted down to a suitable concrete surface and requires three M12 bolts.
This product is guaranteed for 12 months (if installed and used correctly).
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